TR-L™ ADAPTOR
ACCESSORIES FOR ELEVATORS

ACCESSORIES

TR-L™ ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY
ADAPTS MAN-D-TEC® TRIFECTA®, SOLOBEAM®, OR H-DL™ HALOGEN TO LARGER HOLE CEILINGS.

Specify part #TR-L when ordering with the Trifecta, SoloBeam, or H-DL Halogen systems (ie: “Trifecta-6 w/TR-L trim rings”). Standard color is black with various colors available at extra cost.

Converts our Linelite® ceiling lighting or other 120V lighting fixtures to our Trifecta, SoloBeam, or H-DL Halogen lighting using the same 2 3/4” hole cutout and ceiling.

Uses our standard 3” diameter fixtures along with a special trim to allow mounting in the 4 1/2” cutout for the Linelite.

Works with any existing cutout, up to 5” diameter!

Less heat generated and longer bulb life compared to incandescent Linelite.

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN LARGER SIZE
(MODEL “TR-XL™”)
--> see back of page
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**TR-XL ADAPTOR ASSEMBLY**

**ADAPTS MAN-D-TEC® TRIFECTA®, SOLOBEAM®, OR H-DL™ HALOGEN TO LARGER HOLE CEILINGS.**

Specify part #TR-XL when ordering with the Trifecta, SoloBeam, or H-DL Halogen systems (ie: “Trifecta-6 w/TR-L trim rings”). Standard color is black with various colors available at extra cost.

Converts our Flolite® ceiling lighting or other larger 120V lighting fixtures to our Trifecta, SoloBeam, or H-DL Halogen lighting using the same 2 3/4” hole cutout and ceiling.

Uses our standard 3” diameter fixtures along with a special trim to allow mounting in an original hole cutout of up to 7”.

Works with any existing cutout, up to 7” diameter!

**ALSO AVAILABLE**
IN SMALLER SIZE
(MODEL “TR-L™”)
--> see front of page